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Abstract: Coal seam mining in the gully area easily causes ground cracks and even induces landslides, which endanger the safety of mining areas. In this paper, combined with the mining conditions of a mining area in southern Shanxi Province, China, ground crack mapping, crack width dynamic monitoring, and the numerical simulation method are used to study the static and dynamic evolution law and the formation mechanism of ground cracks in the gully area. The research shows that ground cracks mainly include dynamic in-plane cracks and boundary cracks. The dynamic in-plane cracks show the characteristics of “opening first and closing later”. The boundary cracks show the characteristics of “only opening and not closing”. It is found that the closure of the dynamic in-plane cracks will decrease (compared with plain areas). The development of ground cracks experiences three stages: the initial formation stage, the dynamic development stage, and the gradually stable stage. The “goaf–surface” structure model and force chain arch structure model are established to more intuitively analyze the formation mechanism of ground cracks. The research results have a specific reference value for preventing ground disasters caused by underground coal mining and land ecological restoration.
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1. Introduction

As the world’s largest energy source, coal is mainly concentrated in the United States, China, Australia, Germany, Poland, Turkey, the Czech Republic, and other countries [1–3]. Coal resources provide necessary energy support for the rapid development of the national economy. At the same time, China’s energy distribution characteristics determine that the primary energy status of coal is difficult to change in the short term. However, large-scale and high-intensity mining activities have led to severe ecological environment damage [4–6]. Underground coal mining will change the internal stress state of overlying strata and lead to surface subsidence [7]. Surface subsidence is a phenomenon of geological movement, and the subsidence range continuously spreads outward from the center. With the increasing demand for natural resources, the problem of surface subsidence caused by underground mining activities has become increasingly prominent. Therefore, carrying out the subsidence observation is the first step to ensuring the safety of mining production [8].

Surface subsidence basins caused by underground coal mining are widespread in the world, such as the Czech Republic [9], China [10,11], Germany [12,13], Poland [14–17], Korea [18,19], Turkey [20,21], and India [22,23]. These countries have studied the measurement methods, influencing factors, and the relationship between soil properties of surface subsidence. In terms of measurement methods of surface subsidence, taking Poland as an example, scholars used InSAR technology and a vertical mapping tool to study the impact of coal mining on the altitude changes in urban areas. The results showed that underground mining will form a large subsidence basin area, and the urban elevation...
caused by human mining activities will rise greatly [14,15]. In terms of the influencing factors of surface subsidence, taking Korea as an example, scholars studied the relationship between the surface subsidence types and the mining methods by collecting 543 subsidence cases nationwide. The results showed that the surface subsidence depth is closely related to the dip angle of the coal seam. The surface subsidence area is proportional to the thickness of the coal seam and mining depth and inversely proportional to the dip angle of the coal seam [18]. In terms of the relationship between surface subsidence and soil properties, taking China as an example, scholars selected a coal mine in the Loess Plateau for field experiments and analyzed the effects of surface subsidence and land restoration on soil hydraulic characteristics. The results showed that surface subsidence increases the variability in soil hydraulic properties, and they became relatively uniform after land restoration [10]. The above research results lay a foundation for studying discontinuous deformation (ground cracks) caused by surface subsidence. Ground cracks are one of the primary forms of surface discontinuous deformation. As most mining areas in the Shanxi Province of China are loess and hilly gully-covered areas, and the mining thickness of extra-thick coal seams (thickness over 8 m) is large, the movement and deformation of overlying strata are more intense, which easily produces ground cracks and endangers the safety of people’s lives and property [24]. Therefore, it is essential to study the crack development of extra-thick coal seam mining in the gully area.

According to the available literature, the world has begun to pay attention to the problem of mining-induced ground cracks in coal mining areas since the 19th century [3,8]. In view of the development law and formation mechanism of mining-induced ground cracks under different mining geological conditions, relevant scholars have carried out many studies and achieved great results. In recent years, the heat degree has not decreased, and the harmfulness of ground cracks is extremely high [25–28]. Relevant research mainly includes the following: (1) Based on the key strata theory, the physical simulation, and other means to study the development law of ground cracks, they are combined with the measured data for field verification [26,27]. (2) The distribution characteristics of ground cracks are analyzed by using ground penetrating radar technology and GPS-RTK technology. The results show that after the mining of the working face, the ground cracks will form an “O” ring [28,29]. (3) Based on the theory of elastic mechanics and fracture mechanics, combined with numerical simulation and measured data, the development process and formation mechanism of ground cracks are studied, and the prediction model of ground crack depth and width is established [30–32]. In addition, relevant scholars have also carried out much research work on the distribution of the stress field and the basic law of mine pressure behavior [33–35], surface damage and prevention [36,37], and the relationship between geological mining conditions and ground crack development [38–40] during the mining of coal seams in the gully area.

Relevant research shows that the evolution process of the overlying strata movement and the ground cracks refers to a large discontinuous deformation discrete medium problem [41]. Some scholars have explained the formation mechanism and law of ground cracks to some extent. However, the related research results are mainly based on the principle of the continuous medium, which cannot directly express the movement characteristics of the overlying strata structure. The development law of ground cracks is described by analyzing the stress size and the change in plastic zone. This method requires a lot of post-processing, which is time-consuming and laborious [41,42]. Therefore, this paper takes a coal mine in southern Shanxi Province as the research area and carries out the static and dynamic evolution law and the formation mechanism of ground cracks by coal seam mining in the gully area, aiming at revealing the characteristics of ground cracks in the gully area and providing a reference for land reclamation and ecological environment. The main contributions of this paper are drawn as follows:

1. The ground cracks formed by coal mining under gully terrain are divided into dynamic in-plane cracks and boundary cracks. The characteristics of reduced closure of the dynamic in-plane cracks are revealed.
2. The development process of ground cracks is divided into three stages: the initial formation stage, the dynamic development stage, and the gradual stable stage. The “goaf–surface” structure model and force chain arch structure model are established to analyze the formation mechanism of ground cracks.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Overview of the Study Area

The study area is located in the southwest of Linfen City, Shanxi Province, China. The complex terrain of a mine is a typical low-middle mountain erosion landform with continuous ridges, deep grooves, and steep slopes. The overall terrain is high in the east and low in the west, with the highest altitude of 1035.0 m and the lowest altitude of 632.58 m. There is a large difference in relative elevation and many gullies in the region. The bedrock of the Permian Upper Shihezi Formation is exposed and is covered by thick Quaternary loess. Figure 1 shows the geographical location of the study area.

The mining coal seam of the working face was 2 # coal seam. The size of the working face was $301 \times 178$ m$^2$. The average inclination angle of the coal seam was 18°. The average mining depth was 270 m, and the average mining thickness was 10 m. The working face adopted fully mechanized top coal caving and used the longwall retreating mining method. The all-caving method was used to manage the roof. The mining progress was about 2.4 m/d. The mining time of the working face was 5 August 2020–8 December 2020. There was a gully across the working face area, and the strike of the working face was perpendicular to the gully flow direction. The gully section was shaped like a “V”, and the maximum fluctuation drop was about 65 m. Figure 2 shows a simplified distribution map of overlying strata on the working face.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Lithology</th>
<th>Max thickness (m)</th>
<th>Depth (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>Loess layer</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>Mudstone</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>Medium-coarse sandstone</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>Fine sandstone</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>Siltstone</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Coal</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S0</td>
<td>Mudstone</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Drill hole columnar section.

2.2. Monitoring Measures

To accurately grasp the static distribution and dynamic change characteristics of the cracks in the internal and external areas of the working face, the researchers used the GPS-RTK (carrier phase difference technology) positioning + UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle) monitoring + field measuring to carry out the investigation. Each monitoring method is shown in Figure 3. The specific process is as follows: for the static distribution of ground cracks, RTK positioning was used, UAV monitoring was used to determine its location, and ground cracks were mapped; according to the dynamic change characteristics of ground cracks, the RTK was used to record the crack coordinates, and the tape was used to measure the crack width. The UAV used in this study was a PHANTOM 4 PRO equipped with a 1-inch CMOS image sensor. In this photogrammetry, the front overlap was 75%, the side overlap was 200 m (calculation of flight height based on formula (3)), the flight height was 200 m (calculation of flight height based on formula (3)), the ground resolution was 5.6 cm/pixel, and the image size was 5472 × 3648 pixels. A total of 1024 JPEG images were obtained.

\[
P_x = \frac{l_x}{L_x} \times 100\% \quad (1)
\]

\[
P_y = \frac{l_y}{L_y} \times 100\% \quad (2)
\]

\[
H = \frac{f \times GSD}{a} \quad (3)
\]

where \(f\) is the focal length of the objective lens; \(H\) is the flight height; \(GSD\) is the ground resolution of aerial photography; \(a\) is the pixel size; \(L_x, L_y\) are the length and width of the entire image, respectively; \(l_x, l_y\) are the length and width of overlapping parts, respectively; \(P_x, P_y\) are the front overlap and side overlap, respectively.
2.3. PFC Numerical Simulation

2.3.1. Principles of Particle Flow Code

PFC, a particle flow code program, simulates the motion and interaction of circular particle media through the discrete element method. In the calculation process of the particle flow code program, the position of particles and the contact force between them constantly update based on the force–displacement law. Newton’s second law determines how each particle moves. The practical problems can be solved by the interaction of the two laws between particles, especially suitable for the simulation calculation of the geotechnical engineering direction [43]. Figure 4 shows the calculation cycle.

According to the geometric shape of the working face and the actual survey data, a two-dimensional particle flow mining field model can be established. The maximum size of the model was set to $504 \times 300 \text{ m}^2$, and the mining direction was simulated by deleting the coal seam corresponding to particles (see Figure 5).

In the process of model calculation, 21 particles at different positions on the surface (loess layer) were real-time monitored (spacing 25 m), and the dynamic changes of these particles were recorded. The distance from the open-off cut from the left boundary of the model was 50 m. The horizontal side displacement of the left and right boundary of the model was constrained. The fixed support condition was applied at the bottom. The upper boundary was free and loaded on the model by gravity (the gravity acceleration was $9.8 \text{ m/s}^2$), advancing by 8 m each time. The number of particles was a total of 263,057. The minimum radius of the particle was 30 cm, and the maximum radius ratio of the particle was 1.6.
(2) Parameter selection

For the selection of the particle contact constitutive model, it is believed that the flat joint model is more suitable for studying the mechanical properties of rock [44]. Therefore, the numerical calculation model in this paper was defined by the flat joint model. The “trial and error method” [45] was used to calibrate the microscopic parameters of the particle flow model, that is, carrying out the uniaxial compression test of the numerical simulation of the rock and soil. By constantly adjusting the microscopic parameters of the model, the macroscopic mechanical properties of the overlying strata were matched with the numerical simulation results. The effective modulus of the flat joint and the rigidity ratio of the flat joint were taken as the relevant microscopic mechanical parameters of different strata. Table 1 shows the microscopic parameters of rock mass calibration in different strata.

Table 1. Micromechanical parameters of overlying strata.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Loess Layer</th>
<th>Mudstone</th>
<th>Medium-Coarse Sandstone</th>
<th>Fine Sandstone</th>
<th>Siltstone</th>
<th>Coal</th>
<th>Mudstone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volume-weight</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum radius of particles</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle Radius Ratio</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective modulus of flat joint</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rigidity ratio of flat joint</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average tensile strength and standard deviation of flat joints</td>
<td>0.1/0.025</td>
<td>0.8/0.2</td>
<td>1.1/0.275</td>
<td>1/0.25</td>
<td>1.2/0.3</td>
<td>0.25/0.0625</td>
<td>0.8/0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average cohesion and standard deviation of flat joints</td>
<td>4/1</td>
<td>20/5</td>
<td>20/5</td>
<td>20/5</td>
<td>20/5</td>
<td>10/2.5</td>
<td>20/5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Results and Analysis

3.1. Static Distribution Characteristics of Ground Cracks

Underground coal mining will cause surface movement and deformation. According to the measured data, the maximum subsidence value of the study area was 6364 mm, and the maximum horizontal movement was 2228 mm. When the coal seam was mined in the gully area, the degree of surface movement and deformation was severe, and the surface damage was serious. The researchers used UAV aerial photography and a field survey to investigate the development of the shape and characteristics of ground cracks in the working face. During the mining of the working face, many step-type and collapse-type cracks appeared near the gully area, which seriously affected the ecological environment, as shown in Figure 6.
According to the distribution of ground cracks, the ground cracks formed by coal seam mining can be divided into boundary cracks (cracks 2–6) and dynamic in-plane cracks (crack 1). The boundary cracks were developed near the open-off cut, stopping line, and flat roadway of the working face. The dynamic in-plane cracks were developed in the working face and were parallel to the open-off cut. A total of 10 boundary cracks and 6 dynamic in-plane cracks were found near the working face. The outermost boundary crack of the stopping line of the working face was 45.6 m away from the stopping line, the outermost boundary crack of the flat roadway was 46.1 m away from the roadway, the outermost boundary crack of the open-off cut was 27.5 m away from the open-off cut, the maximum crack spacing was 18.8 m, and the minimum was 2.2 m. The single crack shape was mainly curved and bent toward the goaf. There was a collapse pit with a maximum diameter of 3 m on one side of the stopping line. The maximum spacing of in-plane cracks was 5.1 m, and the minimum was 2.5 m. The shape of a single crack was mainly linear, as shown in Figure 7.

The proportion of ground crack width and type data in the survey area was calculated to analyze the development degree of ground cracks, as shown in Figure 8. Among the 16 cracks, the number of cracks with a width of 0–0.5 m accounted for 38%, the number of cracks with a width of 0.5 m to 1.5 m accounted for 56%, and the number of cracks with a width greater than 1.5 m accounted for 6%. When the crack width was 0–0.5 m, the number of dynamic in-plane cracks was largest, accounting for 83%; when the crack width was 0.5–1.5 m, the number of boundary cracks was largest, accounting for 89%; when the crack width was greater than 1.5 m, only boundary cracks were developed. The development degree of ground cracks under gully terrain was stronger (the development degree of boundary cracks was greater than that of in-plane cracks), and the width of ground cracks was larger than that in the plain area.

3.2. Dynamic Change Characteristics of Ground Cracks

To accurately grasp the dynamic characteristics of ground cracks, the investigators recorded the width change process of cracks by using the GPS-RTK positioning + field measuring in September, November, and December 2020. The GPS-RTK was used to record the crack coordinates, and the tape was used to measure the crack width, as shown in Figure 3.

As some cracks were located at the bottom of the ditch, only the width changes of cracks 1–3 were counted. According to the observation results, the boundary cracks were in the surface tensile zone, and the crack width changed from small to large and finally tended toward stable. The dynamic in-plane cracks first opened and then closed with the advance of the working face, and the crack width changed from small to large and finally tended toward stable, as shown in Figure 9.
Figure 7. Distribution of ground cracks.

Figure 8. Width ratio of different types of cracks.
To accurately grasp the dynamic characteristics of ground cracks, the investigators recorded the width change process of cracks by using the GPS-RTK positioning + field measuring in September, November, and December 2020. The GPS-RTK was used to record the crack coordinates, and the tape was used to measure the crack width, as shown in Figure 3. As some cracks were located at the bottom of the ditch, only the width changes of cracks 1–3 were counted. According to the observation results, the boundary cracks were in the surface tensile zone, and the crack width changed from small to large and finally tended toward stable. The dynamic in-plane cracks first opened and then closed with the advance of the working face, and the crack width changed from small to large to small and finally tended toward stable, as shown in Figure 9. (a) Crack 1, (b) Crack 2, (c) Crack 3.

Figure 9. Dynamic variation characteristics of cracks. (a) Crack 1, (b) Crack 2, (c) Crack 3.

Figure 9a shows that the dynamic in-plane crack had a “mountain peak” activity law, that is, the crack width changed from small to large and then became smaller with time. The stable crack width was greater than the initial crack width. This is because crack 1 was located above the slope and had poor closure. The time for the crack width to increase was 8 days, and the time for the crack width to decrease to stable was 4 days, indicating that the period of the width to increase was greater than the period of the width to decrease to stable.

Figure 9b,c shows that the boundary cracks with different initial generation times had similar dynamic development processes, that is, the crack width changed from small to large until stable with time. The stable width of crack 2 outside the stop line was greater than that of crack 3 inside the flat roadway, and the activity time was 12 days.

3.3. Analysis of Numerical Simulation Results
3.3.1. Analysis of Overlying Strata Failure

The numerical model in this paper was a two-dimensional model for simulating coal seam mining. The length of the working face was 301 m, and every 8 m was an advancing stage. When the working face advanced to 296 m (stage 37), the remaining 5 m was a stage. Figure 10 shows the working face advancing diagram.

When the working face advances, the overlying strata will be affected by different degrees of mining deformation. Figure 11 shows the evolution of the overlying strata damage.
In the downhill stage of the gully, when the working face from the open-off cut advanced to 24 m, the immediate roof (S2) collapsed for the first time (Figure 11a). The caving height was 6.2 m and the caving angle was 32.1°. The collapsed rock blocks accumulated on the coal seam floor. At this time, the mining cracks were mainly distributed in the S2 rock strata. As the working face continued to advance, the immediate roof fell
with the mining, and the goaf area gradually increased. When the working face advanced to 40 m, the immediate roof collapsed periodically, and the periodic collapse step distance was 8 m (Figure 11b). When the working face advanced to 80 m, due to the load of the loess layer, the rock blocks were continuously crushed and fell into the goaf, and the direct roof (S2) fell to the coal seam floor. At this time, there were obvious longitudinal tension cracks in the gully (Figure 11c). When the working face advanced to 160 m, there were fractured rock pillars due to the step subsidence in the uphill stage of the gully (Figure 11d).

When the working face advanced to 208 m, the pushing mining position was 4 m ahead of the bottom of the gully. The bottom of the gully was subjected to horizontal extrusion on both sides of the slope and the reverse slope, and the uplift phenomenon occurred. The middle rock strata were completely compacted by mining, the deformation of the rock strata extended upward along the slope, and the cracks were formed at the boundary of the goaf (Figure 11e). At the end of simulated mining (advanced to 301 m), the caving span of the overlying strata gradually decreased from the near coal seam to the upward, and the surface finally showed crack failure (Figure 11f).

3.3.2. Analysis of the Development Law of Ground Cracks

When the coal seam was mined in the gully area, both sides of the slope were affected by mining and sliding, and there were ground cracks. Figure 12 shows the development of ground cracks at different advancing distances of the working face. It can be seen from Figure 12 that the development of ground cracks mainly experienced three stages: the initial formation stage, the dynamic development stage, and the gradually stable stage.

(1) Initial formation period: In the early stage of mining, that is, the downhill stage of the working face, the direct top was not completely collapsed, and the damaged area was small. Although there were cracks around the goaf, they had not yet spread to the surface. The surface movement and deformation of the slope under mining were slight, and there were no cracks. When the working face advanced to 72 m, the slope was damaged. Due to its uneven settlement, tension cracks appeared near the bottom of the ditch. The first crack on the surface was recorded as R1, as shown in Figure 12a,b.

(2) Dynamic development period: As the working face continued advancing, the slope was affected by mining and sliding, and the crack width (R2) increased. When the working face advanced to 144 m, there was crack R3 forming on the surface. Crack R2 gradually closed, and crack R3 continued to develop. When the working face advanced to 208 m, the surface movement and deformation extended upward along the slope, and there were cracks R4 and R5 forming at the boundary of the goaf (on both sides of the slope top position). Then, crack R3 gradually closed, as shown in Figure 12c–e. The stable crack width (R2 and R3) was greater than the initial crack width, which was consistent with the field observation results (Figure 13).

(3) Gradually stable period: After mining the working face, the cracks under the slope closed, and the slopes on both sides tended toward stable. Finally, cracks R4 and R5 formed at the boundary. Due to the inconsistent slope gradients on both sides, the damage range of the overlying strata was not symmetrical about the gully center, as shown in Figure 12f. The crack R4 angle was 80° and the crack angle was 67.2°.
Figure 12. Dynamic development of cracks caused by mining. (a) Advanced to 24 m, (b) advanced to 72 m, (c) advanced to 144 m, (d) advanced to 176 m, (e) advanced to 208 m, and (f) advanced to 301 m.

Figure 13. Variations in width cracks R2–3 with advancing working face.

3.3.3. Analysis of Force Chain Evolution Law

The force chain is a linear chain structure that can connect particles and transfer external loads. The complexity of the force chain network structure represents the macroscopic mechanical behavior between the corresponding particles, which is the basic principle of
the force chain [46]. In the process of numerical simulation, the force chain reflects the transfer process of mutual force between broken rocks and the main form of load transfer by the discontinuous medium. Figure 14 shows the development of the force chain in the process of the working face advancing.

![Image](image-url)

**Figure 14.** Numerical simulation of evolution of force chain.

In the early stage of mining, a force chain arch structure will form inside the overlying rock, which supports the weight of the overlying strata on the goaf. With the increase in mining size, the range of the force chain arch continued to expand, and the collapse range of overlying strata increased with the enhancement of the force chain arch. At the end of mining, the force chain arch did not develop to the instability state at the top of the slope. If the working face continues mining, the height and span of the force chain arch will further increase. When the arch height exceeded its bearing limit, the arch height stopped developing.

The failure of the force chain arch to bear the load of the overlying strata results in the occurrence of instability and crack. In addition, a large area of bench damage occurs on the surface [42]. According to the above analysis, the development trajectory of the force chain arch can be drawn as an ellipse, as shown in Figure 15. The center of the force chain arch is set as the origin of the coordinate, and the parabolic equation can be established as follows:

\[
\frac{x^2}{L_0} + \frac{y^2}{h_0} = 1
\]

(4)

where \(L_0\) is the advancing distance of working face and \(h_0\) is the arch height. The relationship between the advancing distance of the working face and the corresponding force chain arch height is shown in Figure 15b. It can be seen that they satisfy the exponential relationship: \(h_0 = a e^{bL_0}\) (a and b are undetermined coefficients, which are related to the nature of the rock strata in the area). Under the geological mining conditions, \(a = 12.401\) and \(b = 0.0093\), which are substituted into Equation (4) to obtain the trajectory equation of the force chain arch:

\[
\frac{x^2}{L_0} + \frac{y^2}{12.401e^{0.0093L_0}} = 1
\]

(5)

The force chain arch trajectory equation obtained above can be used to judge the large-scale subsidence damage on the surface when other working faces advance to a certain distance within the scope of the mining field, which can provide a theoretical basis for ground disasters prevention caused by underground coal mining. In conclusion, the force chain arch is the primary bearing capacity system of the overlying strata, which is closely related to surface movement and deformation.
3.3.4. Analysis of Abutment Pressure Variation in Stope

The mining of underground coal seams will cause the redistribution of stress around the goaf, so the change in stope stress can directly reflect the dynamic evolution of the overlying rock structure. Figure 16 shows the relationship between the support pressure of the numerical model and the different mining distances of the coal seam. The measurement circle was arranged on the coal seam floor from the open-off cut to both sides. When the coal seam was mined, the increased area of abutment pressure was located in the front and rear of the goaf, and the increased scope of tensile stress was located right above the goaf. With the continuous advancement of the working face, the maximum abutment pressure values in the front and rear of the goaf gradually increased, and the position continuously moved to the front of the working face. When the working face advanced to 40 m, the maximum abutment pressure of all monitoring points was 8.55 MPa. After that, the working face collapsed periodically, and the change in supporting stress of surrounding rock in the goaf was relatively complex compared with that in the coal body. The peak value of supporting pressure showed a slowly increasing trend, and the position was always located in the rear coal body of the working face. After the working face was mined, the maximum supporting pressure of all monitoring points was 11.2 MPa.

Figure 15. Curve track and height relation diagram of force chain arch. (a) Curve track of force chain arch, (b) Arch height relationship of force chain.

Figure 16. Distribution of abutment pressure of basic roof with different propulsion distances.
4. Discussion

4.1. Characteristics of Mining-Induced Ground Cracks under Gully Terrain

The shape of cracks based on field investigation shows that ground cracks of the loess-gully under the influence of mining have the following characteristics:

1. The location of crack development: The distribution of ground cracks in the working face is shown in Figure 7. The ground cracks mainly concentrated in the internal scope of the working face and the boundary of the goaf. The extension length ranged from a few meters to tens of meters, and the extension width range a few centimeters to several meters. The boundary cracks were mainly distributed on both sides of the gully slope top and the flat roadway boundary, which were mainly in an arc shape and generally parallel to the goaf boundary. The dynamic in-plane cracks were distributed near the bottom of the gully and both sides of the slope, mostly in a straight line, and the extension direction of the dynamic in-plane cracks was generally perpendicular to the mining direction of the working face.

2. The obvious step cracks: The ground cracks were mainly the step cracks and collapse cracks. The vertical opening scale or horizontal opening scale of step cracks was large, and the failure range of collapse cracks was large. The formation of ground cracks was closely related to the structure and lithology of overlying strata. Due to the overall collapse of overlying strata after the breaking of the basic roof, the cracks above the goaf spread to the surface, leading to the lateral cracking of the surface soil, the longitudinal subsidence, and the emergence of steps.

3. The dynamic closure: The size of ground cracks had dynamic changes with coal seam mining. When the working face advanced to a certain distance, the dynamic in-plane crack width gradually reduced and became stable, showing closure. Affected by the coal seam goaf on both sides of the slope and topography, the closure of the cracks was lower than that of the cracks generated under the plain terrain (see Figure 6a; although crack 1 was located above the slope, it was not completely closed after the mining of the working face). However, the cracking degree of the cracks on top of the slope increased (see Figure 6b; crack 2 was located above the slope top, and the damage was more serious), and the direction of cracking tended to the free face.

4.2. Formation Process of Ground Cracks

In the coal mining under the gully, the destruction of overlying strata experienced the process: the first collapse of the direct roof–the periodic collapse–the complete collapse. When the working face advanced to the bottom of the gully, the bottom of the gully would be uplifted under horizontal compression. At the end of the mining, it can be seen that the caving span of the overlying strata gradually decreased from the near coal seam to the upward, and the ground suffered from cracks.

After the coal seam is mined, the overlying strata and the surface will move and deform. Ground cracks will occur when the surface soil layer exceeds its plastic deformation limit. If the ground cracks are connected with the underground, it easily causes mine water inrush accidents. Therefore, the formation of ground cracks is a dynamic development process from bottom to top, namely “coal mining–overlying strata movement–surface deformation–ground cracks”. Among them, the main factors affecting the development of ground cracks are the coal thickness, working face size, mining depth, and overlying strata lithology. To more intuitively analyze the formation mechanism of ground cracks, we established a “goaf–surface” structure model, as shown in Figure 17.
4.3. Comparison of Different Methods to Study Ground Cracks

Dai et al. [47] used similar material simulation experiments to study the law of surface movement and deformation in mountainous areas. It is clear that when the underground coal seam was mined in mountainous areas (single slope), the upward slope direction was stretched, and the downward slope direction was compressed on the surface above the coal pillar (goaf boundary and outside). Therefore, two cracks appeared in the middle and top of the slope, which were narrow and had the same shape, as shown in Figure 18. For coal seam mining in the gully terrain (V-type slope), the slope was affected by slip and mining, and many cracks formed near the bottom of the gully, the middle of the slope, and the outside of the top of the slope. Because the slope of the right slope was larger than that of the left slope, the surface was affected seriously by slip, and the back slope mining was more likely to produce cracks. Therefore, the cracks were primarily located on the right slope, and the final cracks developed to the depth of the bedrock.

Hou et al. [48] used the particle flow method to simulate the development characteristics of ground cracks caused by shallow coal seam mining. The parallel bond model was defined as a constitutive model, which was not suitable for studying the geotechnical engineering problems. Unlike the existing current results, a flat joint model closer to the mechanical properties of rock was selected to establish a numerical model. Meanwhile, we summarized the development stages of ground cracks and classified them.

Many scholars used elastic mechanics, statistics, and mining subsidence theory to explain the development law of ground cracks without considering the interaction between rock particles [49,50]. Unlike the current research results, based on the chain structure between particles, this paper considered that there was a force chain arch structure forming inside the overlying strata in the process of coal seam mining. It undertook the weight of the overlying rock on the goaf and developed with the expansion of mining size. According
to the development law of the force chain, the trajectory equation of the force chain arch was established, which can provide a theoretical basis for preventing ground disasters caused by underground coal mining.

In this paper, the researchers obtained the same conclusion through field measurement and numerical simulation: the cracks development stage has stages by coal mining under gully terrain. Because the slope on both sides is affected by the mining and slipping, the closure of the dynamic in-plane cracks will be reduced, and the crack width when it is stable is greater than the initial crack width, which is different from the conclusion of coal mining under the plain area or single slope terrain.

The study on the development law of mining ground cracks under other special terrain (double gullies terrain) will be continued in the future.

5. Conclusions

(1) The development degree of mining-induced ground cracks under gully terrain is strong. The number of cracks with a width of 0–0.5 m accounts for 38%, the number of cracks with a width of 0.5 m to 1.5 m accounts for 56%, and the number of cracks with a width greater than 1.5 m accounts for 6%. Combined with field investigation and numerical simulation results, the ground cracks can be divided into dynamic in-plane cracks (in the working face and parallel to the open-off cut) and boundary cracks (near the stop line, open-off cut, and roadway).

(2) The dynamic in-plane cracks have the activity law of “mountain peak”, and the crack width shows the variation characteristics of “opening first and closing later”. The activity time is 12 days. The slopes on both sides are affected by mining and sliding, and the closure of the cracks will be reduced. The stable crack width is greater than the initial crack width. The width of the boundary crack shows the variation characteristics of “only opening and not closing”, and the activity time is 12 days.

(3) The development process of the cracks experiences three stages: the initial formation stage, the dynamic development stage, and the gradual stable stage. Based on the chain structure between particles, this paper holds that in the process of coal seam mining, the force chain arch structure is formed inside the overlying strata, which is the primary bearing capacity system of the overlying strata, and its development state is closely related to the ground cracks.

(4) The formation of ground cracks is a dynamic development process from bottom to top, namely “coal mining–overlying strata movement–surface deformation–ground cracks”. In this paper, a “goaf–surface” structure model is established to intuitively analyze the formation mechanism and influencing factors of ground cracks.
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